Physical benefits:
yy Self defense
yy Street proofing & awareness
yy Coordination & balance
yy Greater flexibility
yy Improved physical fitness
yy Greater energy
More benefits:
yy Positive, supportive environment
yy Meet new friends
yy Have fun!

Kaizendo Affiliation
All our packages include membership to our parent
organization which provides technical and philosophical support including assistance from Shihan
Brian Cyr, 6th degree Goju Ryu karate black belt.
Students have access to annual workshops with
Shihan Brian Cyr.

Martial Arts Self Defense:
yyTraditional Goju-Ryu Karatedo including
Small Circle Ju Jutsu ground/grappling
yyKobudo Weaponry,
Orange Belts ages 10+
yyTai Chi & Qi Gong
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Personal development:
yy Self-control & discipline
yy Self confidence
yy Stress management: decrease tension,
stress, anxiety and depression
yy Improved life strategies & skills for dealing
with stresses & anxieties
yy Improved courtesy and respect
yy Realize your full
potential
yy Overcome fears
yy Improved modesty
yy Mental fitness, balance & focus
yy Compassion building

Our Programs
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So much more than
kicks and punches!
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Life Skills Programs:
yyWomen’s self-defence workshops
yyBully awareness workshops
yySummer camps
yyWellness seminars
yyThai Yoga Massage
yyKarate date nights
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LIFE SKILLS THROUGH KARATE
Building Better People, Families & Communities©

(403) 887- 6303 info@gojuryu.ca

Recipient of the
Community
Innovation &
Involvement Award

Drop off the kids for a fun filled event!

Health & Wellness:
yyLife coaching - Sensei Christine
Take the first step! Life coaching is an opportunity
to not only clarify your dreams and wishes but
build a plan with time tested solutions to help
your dreams come true!

yyThai Yoga Massage - Sensei Dennis
Let this gentle and ancient technique release
stress, work with injuries, improve flexibility, and
help you be refreshed and relaxed!

Sylvan Lake
12 Years In Business
5006 - 50th Avenue
Rimbey
6 Years In Business
5302 - 52nd Street

What Makes Us Different?
Martial arts
encompasses
self-defense,
physical training
and training the
mind and spirit.
Our students’
awareness and
perception is
cultivated in
order to avoid
dangerous
situations before
they even happen.

1) Self Defense Our world is ever-changing and as a

result, it is essential to increase our awareness so that we
are constantly safe and are able to excel in all areas of our
lives.

Self defense means strategies to keep yourself safe from
physical, emotional and mental harm. It can prevent a
physical, emotional or mental confrontation. Self defense
empowers you to tell a person not to speak to you in a
negative or demoralizing way; and empowers you to know
when to walk away from a verbal argument instead of
engaging in it. Yet, the most powerful form of self defense
is applying your
awareness and
your intuition in
all circumstances
so that you
will never
have to rely on
your physical
self defense
for personal
protection.
Remember, the best martial artist is one who has never
had to use his or her self defense altogether, they avoided
an unsafe situation by simply not allowing it to happen.

2) Self-Improvement Karate is also a practice with

the aim of bringing the student to a direct realization of
his or her true potential. Karate is not just physical but also
mental; it instills in the student the need and ability to
“push on” and never give up in terms of perseverance and
self-mastery. Karate enables a student to leverage his or
her strengths and conquer his or her fears in order to reach
a healthier and higher state of
living.
Karatedo literally translates to,
“the way of the empty hand”.
“Karate” means “empty hand” and
“Do” means the “way”. Together,
they represent a “way of life” that
embodies discipline, patience,
perseverance and other
character-building virtues.

3) Physical Fitness Karate and Tai Chi naturally

improve flexibility, strength and endurance. Karate also
involves cardiovascular and strength-training exercises.

4) Tai Chi All of our Karate programs include Tai Chi

for adults and kids 6+. Tai Chi may also be taken on its
own and includes Chi Kung. Tai Chi
Chuan is a subtle, sophisticated and
scientific method of self-defense.
Tai Chi Chuan and Chi Kung offer a
balanced drill for the body’s muscles
and joints through fluid movements
in conjunction with deep regulated
breathing. Health benefits include
lower blood pressure, reduced stress
and improved flexibility, concentration,
circulation, mental focus, relaxation,
and coordination, to name a few.
Tai Chi balances and connects
body, mind and spirit. Tai Chi is also
a wonderfully gentle exercise for
seniors.
Tai Chi Kids© is a relaxing yet fun
program. Tai Chi Kids© embody
fluid movements and is highly recommended for children
suffering from ADD and other learning or anxiety-related
disorders. Research show that children who practice Tai Chi
are calmer, have more confidence and self-awareness as
well as a more positive outlook on life.

5) Kobudo & Kali Kobudo is a self defense system

of Okinawa, using weapons. Kali is a stick fighting system
indigenous to the
Philippine islands.
Children and adult
orange belts (ages 10+)
are eligible for weaponry
training. Students
learn coordination and
balance and improve
overall strength and
agility. Kobudo & Kali
are included in karate
memberships.

Instructors

We have an amazing roster of highly qualified black
belts teaching at the dojo, as well as senior belt students providing additional support. Learning from
different teachers teaches students to be adaptable,
accept instruction from different authority figures, and
practice different listening and verbal communication
styles. Each instructor brings a different teaching style
and a fresh viewpoint to individual instruction, ensuring
that students experience continuous growth.

Testimonials

Dr. Roger G., Sylvan Lake (Honbu Dojo): ...I appreciate
your consistency with doing what is right, and not always
mainstream... your messages for kids to take home, general
life skills which are not so common anymore...
Kaley W., Sylvan Lake (Honbu Dojo): I want to express
my deep gratitude for your influence and connection with
Easton over the past 2 years. You have assisted greatly in
major life transitions he has experienced... you have helped
to create a strong, confident and courageous boy. You have
supported this all with a sense of compassion and strong
leadership...
Tim B., Rimbey Dojo: I want to thank you both, not just
for the training you have given me, but for the example
as a person as well. The strength of character, and the
perseverance you both personify is a great example...
Paula M., Sylvan Lake (Honbu Dojo): [my son] Noah felt
so loved and blessed and said it was the best Karate class
ever… Thank you for being a steadfast role model for my
son. [Sensei] Dennis you are so gifted with these kids…
your sense of fun and humor just surrounds these kids with
acceptance and love, thank you. And, [Sensei] Christine
your kind, warm spirit always draws Noah to you and
he feels so safe with you that is also a gift…you always
listen to the children, you always care enough to take
the time and for this, I thank you. Noah always feels like
he is important in your Dojo…I thank you both from the
bottom of my heart for all the love, direction, wisdom and
kindness you have always shown Noah and me. We love
you dearly and will always be grateful for the couple who
opened their arms to the” little Samurai” who “could”. He
will push on…thank you.

